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The HP0-M23 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The HP0-M23 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The HP0-M23 exam is very challenging, but with our HP0-M23 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the HP0-M23 exam on your FIRST TRY!
HP HP0-M23 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for HP0-M23 exam
- Try a demo before buying any HP exam
- HP0-M23 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified HP0-M23 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- HP0-M23 tested and verified before publishing
- HP0-M23 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- HP0-M23 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring HP certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like HP0-M23 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This HP0-M23 test is an important part of HP certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The HP0-M23 exam is essential and core part of HP certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real HP0-M23 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your HP HP0-M23 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your HP0-M23 now!
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Question: 1
What are the components of a myBAC screen? (Select three.)
A. alerts
B. views
C. pages
D. reports
E. portlets
F. modules
Answer: C, E, F
Question: 2
In the Dashboard, which perspectives are available for inspecting the status of the organization's
IT environment?
A. Console and Custom map
B. Console, filters, custom map and Topology map
C. Instance view, Top view, Custom map, Topology map and reports
D. Top view, Console, filters, Geographical map, Custom map, Topology map and reports
Answer: D
Question: 3
Business Availability Center is powered by a set of servers that are responsible for facilitating
system management, data handling, reporting, and alerting. Which servers are included within
the Business Availability Center basic framework? (Select two.)
A. Print Server
B. Data Server
C. Gateway Server
D. Discovery Server
E. Application Server
F. Data Processing Server
Answer: C, F
Question: 4
How do you navigate the user interface to enter a license in BAC?
A. Navigate to Admin>My BAC>License Management and enter a new license.
B. Accept the basic, built-in factory license as part of the installation phase of BAC.
C. Navigate to Help>About HP Business Availability Center>Registration and enter a new license.
D. Navigate to Admin>Platform Administration>Setup and Maintenance>License Management
and enter a new license.
Answer: D
Question: 5
What does the data collector maintenance page in the Business Availability Center platform
enable you to do?
A. remotely install Sitescope instances on specific servers.
B. manage and maintain Sitescope, Business Process Monitor, and RUM
C. remotely install, manage and troubleshoot the operation of the Discovery Probe
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D. manage and install Business Process Monitor and Real User Monitor probe instances on
specific servers
Answer: B
Question: 6
What is the purpose of Infrastructure Settings?
A. to configure the hardware settings of the BAC servers
B. to configure the look and feel of the BAC graphical user interface
C. to define the various settings which determine how BAC and its applications run
D. to configure the binding between BAC and the network interfaces on the BAC servers
Answer: C
Question: 7
What is a context in Infrastructure Settings?
A. the source application that triggers a set of alarms
B. a group of foundations to which the same settings can be applied
C. a group of applications to which the same settings can be applied
D. an aid to separate all BAC configurable items into applications and foundations
Answer: D
Question: 8
What is the role of the built-in BAC System Health?
A. display in a dashboard view the status of all BAC components
B. measure BAC performance and display BAC resources consumption and usage
C. display in a graphical form all the components of BAC and the relationship between them
D. detect problems with data collectors, BAC database, and the servers on which BAC runs
Answer: B
Question: 9
Global report filters are defined from the profile entity maintenance. What do they allow BAC
users to do?
A. exclude per specific profile specific transactions / locations or groups from all of BAC reports
for the current and future profile sessions
B. exclude per specific user permissions specific transactions / locations or groups from all of
BAC reports for the current and future profile sessions
C. exclude per specific profile Database specific transactions / locations or groups from all of BAC
reports for the current and future profiles which reside on the profile Database
D. define a set of thresholds by which reports will filter transactions which breached the specific
threshold and will exclude them from all of BAC reports for the current and future profile
sessions
Answer: A
Question: 10
What information does the Status Snapshot Report provide?
A. worst transaction response time, worst availability by location
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B. worst availability by transaction, worst availability by location, worst availability by application,
slowest applications
C. worst response time by transaction, worst response time by location, worst response time by
application, slowest applications
Answer: B
Question: 11
In an external portal, you want to show a Triage Report with some dynamic reporting capabilities.
What is the best option for configuring a Triage Report to meet this requirement?
A. Export the report to CSV and allow the external system to import it.
B. Generate a URL which could be sent as a link to the external system.
C. Use the Export report to HTML format and send to the external system.
D. Create Triage OpenAPI request using the OpenAPI Query builder to encapsulate the relevant
data and publish it to the external system.
Answer: B
Question: 12
What is the main function of the Report Repository?
A. store reports imported from other applications
B. store reports saved by users at a specific state
C. store reports saved by users with dynamic state
D. store reports specific to the Dashboard component of BAC
Answer: B
Question: 13
How can you view hidden CIs?
A. right-click on a CI and choose find visible and hidden child Configuration Items
B. point the mouse over the CI itself and view the hidden Configuration Items in the tooltip
C. right-click on a Key Performance Indicator and select find visible and hidden child
Configuration Items
D. right-click on a business CIT only within the view and select find visible and hidden child
Configuration Items
Answer: A
Question: 14
Which types of information can you review from the Triage Report? (Select two.)
A. availability of transactions from all groups
B. availability of transactions from all locations
C. response time of transactions from all locations
D. response time of transactions by a single location
Answer: B, C
Question: 15
In a typical organization, who manages the troubleshooting of IT infrastructure?
A. BAC Administrator
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